Cyber criminals
are smart.
Our Cyber Cover
is smarter
At BGi.uk we understand that the risk of cyber threats is greater than
ever before. Could your business survive without access to your
systems and data? Personal data has real value to criminals; losing it
could be seriously damaging.

The Aviva difference
BGi.uk and Aviva work together, combining our personal expertise
with one of the most extensive single packages of cover out there.
Aviva's Cyber insurance offers three distinct benefits: a free cyber
health check* which helps you spot weaknesses in your business IT
security before a hacker does; insurance cover designed specifically
for SMEs that can also be added to your existing business insurance
policy; and a 24/7 incident helpline to experts who will co-ordinate
the end-to-end response to get your business back on track.
Data breaches impact business owners significantly in terms of time,
money and stakeholder trust. 46% of SMEs have been affected by a
cyber-security breach in the last year alone.1 What's more, data
breaches aren't always caused by hackers. Simple mistakes, such as
leaving a laptop on a train, can be just as damaging.

Find out how we can help
protect your business
If you're interested in learning more about how we can protect
your business, please call us on 01367 246130
or reply at info@bgi.uk.com
Kind regards,
BGi.uk

*If you have a website.
1
Cyber Security Breaches Survey 2017.
If you do not wish to receive information from us about goods and services which we feel may be of interest to you, please contact us on the details shown above.
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